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Abstract: The experiment of carbogal-air two-phase flow was conducted on board the “Mir” Space Station
in August last year. Two-phase flow regimes were investigated to study the flow pattern transitional
features depended on the superficial velocity ratio of gas to liquid. The test tube was 356mm in the length
with 10 mm inner diameter. Bubble flow, slug flow, annular flow and the transitional flow from slug to
annular were observed to exit. A remarkable annular flow region at very liquid flow rate exists in the flow
pattern map. The experiment results obtained in the microgravity condition of 10^{-5}g are presented. Some
data taken under different g-level are also given, as an example, in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

Studies of gas-liquid two-phase flow have been conducted for many years by the unclear and
petroleum industries. The gravity of on gas-liquid flows has been demonstrated by the ground-
based experiment. Gas-liquid flows in reduced gravity have many applications in space, such as cryogenic
transfer and storage, active two-phase transport and control system, condensation and flow boiling process,
design and operation of life supporting system, and so on [1]. Many studies have been also conducted to
investigate characteristics of two-phase flows in microgravity conditions, and efforts have been made to
develop the flow pattern map and the transition criteria [2-10]. The early studies of the two-phase flow in the
reduced gravity conditions have been reviewed by Rezkallah [11]. Recent reviews on the experimental and
the theoretical efforts of the two-phase flow studies in the reduced gravity have been given by Hewitt [12].

Under normal gravity, buoyancy plays a dominant role in controlling the behavior of two-phase
system. In microgravity environment, the characteristics of two-phase flow are quite different, because of
the greater impact of surface tension forces in the slower flows and the lack of stratification caused by the
reduced influences of buoyancy forces. The typical flow patterns have been classified such as the bubble
flow, the slug flow, the slug-annular transition flow and the annular flow in microgravity conditions. It is
believed that the classification of the two-phase flow pattern depends on the fluid flux, the content of gas,
and liquid physical properties. However, most of the experimental investigation have been conducted in the
reduced gravity conditions using either the free fall in drop tower facilities in a short microgravity period of
several seconds or the parabolic flights of aircraft in a low gravity. The limited test period associated with
the method makes it difficult to eliminate the transient effect of the rapid change in gravitational fields. The
influence of residual gravity seems also to be further studied. For this reason, the investigation on the flow
regimes under long, steady microgravity conditions with high µ–g level is helpful to make better
understanding of the characteristics of the two-phase flows.

The experiment of air-carbogal two-phase flow regimes depended on the superficial velocities of the
gas and liquid phases were conducted on board the “Mir” Space Station. In this paper, the two-phase flow
pattern data taken microgravity condition of 10^{-5}g, are presented. Transitions between different flow
patterns are discussed. The experiment data are also compared with that taken by others during parabolic
flight. Several flow patterns observed at approximately the same flow rate under different gravity
conditions, as an example, are also presented.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The experimental facility is composed of the organic glass test section, the pneumohydraulic system
and the measuring and recording equipment, as shown schematically in figure 1. The test section is 35.6 cm
long and has a 16x16 mm² square cross-section with a 1cm-diameter bore along the axis. There is a mixer at the inlet of the test tube, which is designed as a Venturi tube with three groups of 0.75 mm diameter drillings distributed uniformly at different cross section around the periphery of the Ventury tube. The flow patterns in a part of 1.5 mm long near the outlet of the test tube were observed and recorded. A closed loop system operated with a certain volume of the gas and the liquid. Carboagal liquid and air were used as the liquid phase and the gas phase, respectively. Before the execution of the experiment, a part of the air was first compressed from the station compartment into the system. The air was charged in a receiver up to a pressure of 1.0 MPa. The carboagal liquid was stored in a liquid vessel. When the facility operated, the two phases were supplied into the test section through the mixer. After the gas-liquid flow passed through the test tube, the mixed two-phase flow entered a phase separator, where the liquid remained in it and the air was separated and stored in an elastic rubber vessel. When the separator is totally filled with the liquid or the pressure in receiver decreased to a specific value of 0.15 MPa, the liquid was pumped from the phase separator to the liquid vessel and the air was compressed to the air receiver from the elastic vessel for further experiments. The liquid flow rates were measured by two turbine flowmeters for different normal flow ranges of 20–100 cm³/s and 30–160 cm³/s, respectively. Both of the two flowmeters have linear characteristics and a measuring error of ±1.0% within the full span. Two manometers indicated the pressure in the receiver and the pressure after the pressure regulator, respectively. The air flow rate averaged over the measurement time was determined through the receiver pressure drop according to the ideal gas state equation. The calibrations conducted on the ground show that the absolute air pressure in the test section equals nearly the atmospheric pressure when the rubber vessel is not full and the temperature changes in the receiver can be neglected for determining the air amount used. In general, the uncertainties are estimated to be less than 10% over the measuring range of liquid and gas superficial velocities.

![Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental facility.](image1)

The flow patterns and the information of gas and liquid flow rate were recorded by the digital video camera SONY DCR-VX1000. In the space experiment, the camera operation mode was set as the automatic mode (50 fps, automatic exposure and sharpness), due to the misoperation. So, the video recording was conducted in a relatively low shutter speed, instead of 1/2000 second as designed, which results in the image blur to some extend. The experimental facility was mounted on a stand used as a centrifuge. Rotating the stand with the corresponding angular velocities can provide different g-loads. The picture of the experimental facility with the stand used on board the “Mir” space station is shown in figure 2.

![Fig. 2. The experiment facility mounted on the rotation stand aboard "Mir" Space Station.](image2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>property</th>
<th>Density ρ (Kg/m³)</th>
<th>Viscosity ν (m²/s)</th>
<th>Surface tension σ (N/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>liquid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carbogal</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>1.05×10⁻⁶</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>1.006×10⁻⁶</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Carbogal liquid is odorless, colorless, non-toxic, and can well wet with the inner wall of the organic glass (the contact angle is within $\theta = 0^\circ \sim 7^\circ$). Other main physical properties of carbodal liquid, together with that of water, are summarized in table 1.

**FLOW PATTERN OBSERVATIONS**

The flow pattern was observed at different ratios of gas-liquid superficial velocities in the microgravity environment of $10^{-3}g$, which is the background microgravity level of “Mir” space station. The gas superficial velocities ranged from 0.09 to 6.29 m/s, while the liquid phase velocity ranged from 0.001 to 0.808 m/s. Bubble flow, slug flow, annular flow and the transition flow from slug to annular were observed to exist. The bubble flow is featured by the presence of gas bubbles whose diameter is smaller or much smaller than that of the test tube, such as in figure 3 (a). When the superficial liquid velocity increased to about 0.8 m/s, the relative bubbles in the bubble flow were broken to very small bubbles, forming the finely dispersed bubble flow. The slug flow is recognized when the so-called Taylor bubbles exist in the flow. In this case, the bubble diameter is close to tube diameter or the length of the elongated gas bubble is greater than the tube diameter with the liquid slugs between the Taylor bubbles, see figure 3(b). Only two slug flow patterns were identified in the present experiment. The transitional flow (slug-annular flow) is the transition between slug and the well developed annular flows. In that case, the liquid flows in a form of film at the tube wall, and gas flowed in the center forming long gas bubbles which generally have no regular hemispherical nose and rear shapes, as seen in figure 3 (c). The details of the slug-annular flow cannot be distinguished clearly from the videotape. When the liquid flows at the tube wall and the gas phase flows uninterruptedly at the center of the tube, the annular flow, figure 3(d), is observed. The flow pattern observations is plotted in terms of the superficial velocities in figure 4. As can be seen, a particular annular region where the annular flow appears at very small liquid flow rate features the flow pattern map. To make comparison, the data, together with that from Zhao & Rezzallah (1993, 1995) [3,4], are plotted in figure 5. If the slug flow pattern is grouped with the bubble low pattern, the flow patterns in this map are divided into three main regions: bubble and slug flow region, slug-annular transitional flow region (the intermediate region), and the annular flow region. Compared with the experimental data obtained during parabolic flight, it can be seen that the annular flow and the transitional flow appear at lower gas flow rate in general. In addition to other factors, this may be partially due to different liquid-gas phases with different surface tension were used in these experiments. The surface tension for carbogal liquid and water are $\sigma=0.019$ N/m and $\sigma=0.072$N/m, respectively. Hence, according to the force analysis and the definition of gas weber number, relative lower inertial force is needed to balance the surface tension

---

**Fig. 3. Typical two-phase flow patterns observed in the experiment on board the “Mir” space station.**
force. That is, the gas superficial velocity should be relatively low when the transitions take place. However, if the slug flow is also regarded as the transitional flow from bubble to annular and grouped into the intermediate region, it is found that the transition from the bubble flow to the transitional flow occurs at the similar range of gas flow rate and the transition line has an upward positive slope for both the two data sets. That shows the transition begins at lower gas flow rate for the lower liquid flow rate. Figure 5 also shows that the transitional flow region covers a wide range of liquid and gas flow rate. It implies that the transition from slug flow to annular flow is slow and gradual process.

The flow pattern map shows that the remarkable annular pattern region appears at very low liquid velocities ($U_{sl} < 0.015 \text{m/s}$) and at relatively high gas velocity. It can be observed from the videotape that the liquid film of the annular flow is quite smooth with wave crests on it. The wave crest move in a spiral due to the different velocities of the two phases in the flow. In this case, the liquid flow rates are lower than the flowmeter's sensitivity threshold. So the liquid velocities were evaluated basing on the analysis of the roll wave propagation velocity in the liquid film. The recent investigations have shown that the liquid velocity of a film flow in a tube is equal to about half of the roll wave propagation velocity in the liquid film. As mentioned above, carbogal liquid can wet well the test tube wall. The annular flow patterns appeared at very low liquid flow rate is supposed to be partially attributed to the good wettibility and high µ-g level conditions.

![Fig. 4. Carbogal-air two-phase flow data taken aboard "Mir" space station.](image)

![Fig. 5. Comparison of microgravity flow pattern with water-air data of Zhao & Rezcallah (1993, 1995).](image)

The length-to-diameter ratio $L/D$ is an important parameter, which influences the collision of small bubbles, and the bubble size. The ratio is $L/D=36$ for the present experiment. If the influence of the test tube entrance is taken into account \cite{12}, the two-phase flow is perhaps still in developing with the relative small tube length for the small flow rate. That would influence the definition of the transition line from the bubble and slug flow region to the intermediate flow region. But for the relatively high gas flow rate, the developing length would be much smaller \cite{7}. Our ground-based experiment on the ground analog has demonstrated that the length within which the flow pattern becomes stable doesn't exceed 15–18 cm at the maximum flow rate (700cm$^3$/s for air, 75cm$^3$/s for liquid) supplied in the present experiment with the same test tube. Therefore, the flow pattern in the higher gas flow rate region (intermediate and annular regions) of the flow pattern map should be referred to the well-developed ones. In addition to other factors, the influence of residual gravity on the two-phase flow regimes seems need to be studied further, especially when the liquid or the gas flow rates are very low. The notable residual gravity may cause phase slip and influence the flow pattern. High µ-g-level is advantageous to the coalescence of small bubbles, increasing the collision rate and forming larger bubbles. If Eotvos number,
Eo, is used to describe influence of residual gravity, the Eo is 0.0095 for the present case, while Eo=0.25 for the experiment of Zhao & Rezcallah (1993, 1995) conducted during parabolic flight. The difference of μ-g level may give rise to the discrepancy of experimental data obtained in different experiments.

The two-phase flow patterns observed at approximately the same gas and liquid flow velocity but in different g-levels are given, as an example, in figure 6. It can be seen that the different g-level effects the flow pattern apparently. Phases slip still can be observed when the g-load decreases to 0.014g.

**Fig. 6.** Two-phase flow patterns observed in different g-levels.

**CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION**

The experiment of carbogal-air two-phase flow was conducted on board the "Mir" space station in a long and steady high μ-g environment of 10^-4g for the first time. Bubble flow, slug flow, slug-annular transitional flow and annular flow has been observed to exist.

The transitional flow region covers a wide range of gas and liquid superficial rates, which can also be seen from the data taken on low gravity aircraft. That means the transition from slug flow to the annular flow is a gradual process.

A new annular flow region with very low liquid flow rate was observed, which features the flow pattern map. It is understandable when considering the liquid’s behavior that a certain volume of liquid with good wettability tends to attach to the surface of a container’s inner wall in microgravity conditions.

The transition from bubble and slug flow to the slug-annular transitional flow, and from the transitional flow to annular flow take place at relatively low gas flow rate, compared with the transitions for the air-water flows obtained on low gravity aircraft. It is partially attributed to that carbogal liquid and water have different surface tension. Besides, the steady and high μ-g level may also contribute to the
forming of the patterns and their transitions, especially when the flow rate of gas or liquid is low. In addition, the good wetting of carbogral liquid with the test tube wall maybe effect the forming of flow pattern to some extend. Further experiment is under preparing to make a better understanding of it.

It is be noticed that the relative small length-to-diameter ratio of the test tube perhaps result in the two-phase flow not full developed for small gas flow rate. However, for the relative high gas flow rate, the flow configuration observed in the present experiment should be well developed \(^7\),\(^12\). Our ground-based experiment results also support this view.

The relatively long exposure of the video recording causes the image blur to some extends, and that perhaps result in some discrepancy in defining the flow patterns.
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